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TEAM.
Presidents: Kate Hammond, Bez Adeosun

Creative Directors: Flora Belmonte Walsh, Pink Alice-Squire
Vice President: Jed Soleiman

Treasurer: Gaia Reyes
Marketing and Publicity: Kieran Tam, Hamish Jackson

Ents: David Wesby
Sponsorship: Reiss Akthar, Ladislaya Landanyi, Mini Smith,

	 	Hannah	Bousfield
Communications:	Elara	Kyffin-Shurety



WELCOME.
The Cambridge University Charity Fashion 
Show (CUCFS) is the largest philanthropic 
event in the University’s calendar, taking 
place this academic year on Wednesday 14th of 
March 2018 at the Cambridge Corn Exchange; 
a prestigious venue with a capacity of up to 
1200 people. 

We will provide an unforgettable night which will 
begin with a drinks reception and exhibition, 
attended by a number of the show’s press and 
VIP guests. The show itself will then present 
the work of up to 12 designers, with each walk 
showcasing at least 6 looks modeled by our 
student models. We have carefully chosen both 
recent graduate and established designers with a 
range of diverse and creative work that matches 
the intellect that the University encourages its 

students to possess.

The show will also include a range of musical and 
theatrical performances: dance performances, 
musical acts including both student musicians 
and also a headline act as well as showcasing 
student art, theatre and poetry. We are currently 
in the process of planning the show and its 
promotional media. We will relaunch our 
website and cast up to thirty diverse, male and 
female student models in October. Editorial 
shoots	 and	promotional	video	filming	will	 run	
from December through to April, leading up 
to the event in March. This year’s Committee 
is adamant to push the show further both 
artistically and in terms of press, and we 
hope that all the following information will be 
evidence of this: 

Our network of college ambassadors means 
that each of Cambridge’s 32 colleges has their 
own CUCFS ambassador, responsible for more 
targeted publicity and ticket sales. The collegiate 
system at Cambridge encourages close bonds 

and friendships, therefore by targeting each 
college	with	specifically	chosen	representatives	
we have ensured that we have engaged with 
a greater percentage of the entire student 
population.

Online Facebook reach of over 50 000 
Student press readership of over 1 000 000 

Website visited over 26 000 times per year 
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THEME.
“2016’s political struggles and turmoils have 
been reflected on the catwalks; activity, 
anxiety, revolt and friendship all came under 
fashion’s microscope, finding form in swelling 
mutations of silhouettes, histrionic colours 
and crazed styling.” 

iD Magazine

Political statements are increasingly being seen 
on the catwalk. What with the political upheaval 
and uproar from the past two years in both 
England and abroad designers are continuously 
using their art to speak out against societal 
and political issues. Issues such as feminism, 

androgynous fashion, global warming, terrorism 
and political upheaval are spoken about through 
the medium of art which encourages discussion, 
engagement and the possibility for discourse. 

We want this year’s fashion show to encourage 
Cambridge’s students to talk about these issues 
through the medium of fashion. This year we 
invite the Cambridge student population to 
make	 their	mark	on	political	 issues	 that	 affect	
the new generation and speak out about what 
they would like to change. 

One.
Showcasing how fashion designers and houses are expressing political statements explicitly or 

subliminally through the pieces they create

Two.
Showcasing	how	young	people	are	engaging	with	current	affairs	through	art	and	fashion.	

Three.
Showcasing	how	designers	strongly	reflect	their	‘native’	culture	in	the	pieces	they	create,	looking	

at fashion as a medium for express and celebrating cultural identity

Four.
Showcasing how fashion pushes boundaries and encourages discussion and discourse on 

socieital issues

The Fabric of Politics.

RUNWAY.
The show itself will showcase the work of up 
to 12 designers, both recent graduates and 
established brands from around the world. Each 
walk will consist of at least 6 looks, modelled by 
our student models. 

Your designs will either feature in a stand-alone 
segment, depending on the number of looks you 
are able to present at the show, or in a composite 
segment with other designers who present a 
cogent pairing with your aesthetic. 



CHARITY.
This year’s CUCFS will be proudly supporting 
A21 UK. 

A21	 is	 a	 non-profit,	 non-governmental	
organisation that aims to “abolish slavery 
everywhere,	forever”.	A21	works	to	fight	human	
trafficking,	 including	 sexual	 exploitation	 &	
trafficking,	forced	slave	labour,	bonded	labour,	
involuntary domestic servitude and child 
soldiery across the world. 

Their operational strategy is to Reach, Rescue 
and Restore lives. 

They REACH the vulnerable and disrupt the 

demand by running educational programs 
and events to help raise awareness. They 
RESCUE	 victims	 through	 identification	 and	
seek justice against their captors by working 
with governments and other NGOS to eradicate 
slavery at every level. They RESTORE survivors 
and equip them to live independently providing 
them with access to housing, medical treatment, 
counselling, education, employment and 
repatriation based on their individual needs. 

You can read their 2016 freedom report here:
https://drive.google.com/
open?id=0Bzkw1V86ODgDMklMNXZwWlhjVjA



Zine.
In the lead up to the show we would like to release a zine as a compilation of the creative photo-
shoots we have compiled. In it we hope to include political essays written by Cambridge students 
on various global issues that they feel are important and pertinent. This will provide a direct link 

between the fashion element of the show and then the theme.

Editorial Shoots/Videos
In the run up to the show we will be shooting editorials and promotional videos with our own di-
verse student models, up and coming and established photographers and collaborators who have 

major	influence	within	the	industry.	

Last	year’s	show	was	preceded	by	a	‘Meet	the	Models’	shoot	and	a	unique	shoot	at	the	magnificent	
Holkam Hall showcasing the most recent Stuussy collection. We are aiming to expand upon this 

fantastic performance by including more abstract, conceptual pieces with a greater emphasis on 
our designer partners. For these shoot we would work closely with your label in order to convey 

the	specific	vision	you	have	for	the	collection	and	the	brand.

COLLABORATORS.

MARKETING.

Designers Press

DIRTY $OUTH CLOTHING

International              Editor - Suzy Menkes

+ in discussion with a lot more interested 
designers and press



2014/2015
The inaugural Cambridge University Charity Fashion Show in February 2015 took place in the 

Cambridge Guildhall. Hosting over 400 students, the show celebrated fashion, dance, music and 
art. Highlights included pieces from Mulberry, De Mouilpied,Touch of Africa, and a couture col-

lection by Vivienne Westwood. 

“Energetic,fun and a true feast for the eyes, exactly what a student fashion show should be “
The Cambridge Student 

2015/2016
In	CUCFS’s	second	year,	2016,	it	expanded	significantly.	The	move	to	a	venue	with	double	the	
capacity was matched by the expanding artistic vision of the team. Hosting over 700 students, 

the show received national press attention and was headlined by the critically acclaimed music 
collective, Jungle. The show exhibited collections from both established fashion houses such as 

Amanda Wakeley and graduate designers, such as TDS and Burnt Soul. Stand-out pieces included 
hand-crafted origami dresses by Jule Waibel and couture lingerie by Hannah Sharples. 

“A spectacular assortment of designers, modeled by a range of charismatic students” 
The Tab Cambridge

“The Cambridge University Fashion Show was an artistic triumph”  
The Cambridge Student 

2016/2017
The	2017	show	focused	on	rethinking	the	definition	of	“normal,”	particularly	in	the	world	of	

fashion where conventional beauty reigns. The brief was simply to create something that alludes 
to the idea that our bodies, missing a limb or not, are equally beautiful. The show built on the 

successes from the previous years, curating an immersive audio and visual performance for the 
guests who attended. The show exhibited collection from established houses such as Alessandro 

Trincone, Stussy and designers such as Tae Gon Kim, Yui Jiang and The Hood Lab. 

“For fashionistas from across the university and beyond, it was a showcase of sensational 
styles” 

Varsity 
“CUCFS 2017 was a real appreciation of both professional and student talent, and definitely 

lived up to expectations”
 Varsity

In	the	first	two	years,	CUCFS	worked	with	South	
London charity Cambridge House, which helps 
to create better opportunities in the arts for lo-
cal, disadvantaged children. CUCFS has raised a 
total of £18,000 for Cambridge House, with the 
help of some amazing collaborators. These in-
clude	figures	 such	 as	 Jeremy	Paxman,	Claudia	
Winkelman and Amber Anderson, who worked 

with CUCFS to help raise money and awareness 
for the charity. Last year, CUCFS worked with 
the Douglas Bader Foundation, which helps to 
advance and promote the physical, mental and 
spiritual welfare of persons who are born with-
out or have lost one or more limbs, or otherwise 
physically disabled.

PAST SHOWS.





Contact us.
Bez Adeosun, President  Flora Belmonte Walsh, Creative Director
bez.adeosun@cucfs.org  flora.belmonte-walsh@cucfs.org

Kate Hammond, President Pink Alice-Squire, Creative Director
kate.hammond@cucfs.org  pink.alice-squire@cucfs.org

www.facebook.com/cucfs/
www.instagram.com/cucfs/


